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octors make mistakes. That pronouncement from a team
of investigators burned up the news wires recently, but the
merit of their “discovery” remains beyond my ken. Didn’t I
learn some time ago that everyone makes mistakes?

According to a survey of physicians, nurses, and other
clinical care providers co-sponsored by the American Association of
Critical-Care Nurses and VitalSmarts, a leadership training organization,
84 percent of physicians and 62 percent of nurses and other care providers
witnessed coworkers taking potentially dangerous shortcuts. A full 88 per-
cent of physicians work with people they feel show poor clinical judgment.
Yet fewer than 10 percent of those interviewed directly confront colleagues
when they witness mistakes.

In reporting their findings, the study sponsors seem to suggest their
intent was to point out opportunities for collaboration and education that
might limit medical mistakes and counter the rising tide of malpractice 
litigation. I fear they may have only exacerbated the situation. 

Potential problems with the study are obvious. Ask anyone in any field
to anonymously disclose whether their colleagues mess up, and you’re
bound to get some interesting responses. Why not ask, “Are you
smarter/better/more adept than your colleagues?” And the quality of clini-
cal judgment is hardly an objective issue.

More compelling than the “discovery” that a medical professional can
identify errors committed by others would be the discovery that medical
professionals can identify their own mistakes. And act accordingly. Experts
continually assert that the driving factor in many malpractice cases is not
the initial mistake but the physician’s response to it.

Clearly, a blanket acceptance of culpability is unwise and, in most cases,
unwarranted. In previous articles in Practical Dermatology, authors have
proposed methods to confront medical mistakes—especially when cosme-
sis comes into play. Look to these and other trusted sources to learn when
and how you can confront unexpected or unwelcome clinical results in
your patients.

If anything, the dubious study above highlights the importance of com-
munication. Talk to colleagues when you perceive they’ve made mistakes. Be
open to have others point out your missteps. And, most importantly, be
adept at identifying and effectively handling your own sub-optimal results
with patience, empathy, and grace. That’s usually all patients really want. 

Paul Winnington, 
Editor-in-Chief
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